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Abstract—Existing peer-to-peer overlay approaches for location-based search have proven to be a valid alternative to client-server-based schemes. One of the key issues of the peer-to-peer approach is the high churn rate caused by joining and leaving peers. To address this problem, this paper proposes a new location-aware peer-to-peer overlay termed Geodemlia to achieve a robust and efficient location-based search. To evaluate Geodemlia, a real world workload model for peer-to-peer location-based services is derived from traces of Twitter. Using the workload model, a system parameter analysis of Geodemlia is conducted with the goal of finding a suitable parameter configuration. In addition, the scalability and robustness of Geodemlia is compared to a state-of-the-art tree-based approach by investigating the performance and costs of both overlays under an increasing number of peers, an increasing radius of area searches, an increasing level of churn as well as for different peer placement and search request schemes. The evaluation results reveal that in contrast to the tree-based approach, Geodemlia provides on average a 46% better success ratio as well as a 18% better recall at a moderate higher traffic overhead of 13 bytes/s and an increased average response time of 0.2 s.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile communication is experiencing a remarkable technological progress. The wide deployment of smartphones, equipped with localization capabilities, video cameras, and wireless broadband Internet connectivity is the key enabling factor of a new class of location-based services. Those services enable users to publish location-based data, ranging from small pieces of information including the users current location as well as recommendations on nearby restaurants, places, or shops [8] to large data objects such as images and videos [14], [29]. By defining a particular region of interest, such location-based information can then be found by others.

This unique combination of geographically distributed information and the interest in searching for it has resulted in a variety of peer-to-peer-based (P2P) approaches for location-based search. Those approaches include on the one hand hierarchical tree-based concepts [3], [12], [18], [35]. These concepts, however, suffer from load-balancing and scalability problems as the upper levels of the tree denote a potential bottleneck in the system. Furthermore, the root peer of the tree might fail due to churn in system such that stability issues arise. On the other hand, there exist approaches using space filling curves on top of a DHT [17]. Those approaches, however, do not preserve the directionality and locality of the multi-dimensional space, which both are important properties enabling efficient search for location-based information [15]. Thereby, locality implies that neighbored location-based information is stored on neighbored peers, whereas directionality means that the mapping of location-based information onto peers in the system preserves the orientation of the multi-dimensional space. Hence, those approaches using space filling curves require a high message overhead while searching for location-based information. In addition, the robustness and stability of the overlay including the persistent storage of data as well as reliable location-based search are a key challenge in any P2P-based approach due to the frequent joining and leaving of peers. In this context robustness means that the performance of the overlay should not drop below a certain threshold with respect to recall and success ratio even under a high churn rate.

To overcome these problems, the following contributions are presented in this paper.

• First, a novel robust peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay called Geodemlia enabling users to search for location-based information around a given geographic location is proposed. For the overlay to be robust, the design of the overlay is inspired by the well known Kademia overlay [21]. Location-based data in Geodemlia is stored persistently even at high churn rates as it gets periodically replicated onto the k peers that are closest to the point in space that location-based information is associated with. Furthermore, peer locations and location-based information are handled by Geodemlia in a way such that the directionality and locality property are both fulfilled. Geodemlia is designed to be deployed on static peers connected via the Internet forming a P2P overlay, which allows for the persistent storage and efficient area search for location-based data that is generated and uploaded by mobile devices. Hence, it serves as a P2P-based backend for location-based services. Peers are then able to initiate search requests for location-based information around a given location, e.g., searching for italian restaurants within a 2 km radius around a peer’s current location.

• Subsequently, a workload model for location-based services is presented, which was derived from traces of
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Finally, the developed prototype is evaluated in various scenarios using the derived workload model and compared to the hierarchical tree-based approach Globase [18], using the same implementation. The evaluation results reveal that Geodemlia is robust at higher churn rates and that area searches for location-based information are carried out efficiently. Furthermore, it is shown that, throughout the different evaluation scenarios, Geodemlia provides on average a 46% better success ratio as well as an 18% better recall at a moderate higher traffic overhead of 13 bytes/s and an increased average response time of 0.2 s.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the system model comprising the assumptions as well as the functional requirements of the developed prototype. Section III presents the design of Geodemlia followed by Section IV dealing with the evaluation. Finally, related work is discussed in Section V and a conclusion as well as an outlook on future work are given in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The design of Geodemlia is based on the following assumptions: (i) Peers are located on a sphere, which represents the shape of the earth, with each peer residing at exactly one point on the sphere. The motivation for using a sphere model is that most localization techniques return spherical coordinates, which can be directly handled by Geodemlia. (ii) Each peer is able to determine its own location \( l_p = (\phi, \psi) \) with a reasonable accuracy using well known localization techniques such as GPS, IP locator services [9], or WiFi router footprints [6]. Thereby, \( \phi \in [-180^\circ, 180^\circ] \) denotes the longitude and \( \psi \in [-90^\circ, 90^\circ] \) the latitude of a peer’s position on the sphere. (iii) For calculating the distance \( d(l_1, l_2) \) between two two arbitrary points \( l_1 = (\phi_1, \psi_1) \) and \( l_2 = (\phi_2, \psi_2) \) on the sphere, the Haversine formula [28] shown in Equation 1 is used.

\[
d(l_1, l_2) = d(\phi_1, \psi_1, \phi_2, \psi_2) = 2r \cdot \arcsin \left( \sqrt{a(\phi_1, \phi_2) + b(\phi_1, \phi_2)a(\psi_1, \psi_2)} \right)
\]

with

\[
a(\phi_1, \phi_2) = \sin^2 \left( \frac{\phi_2 - \phi_1}{2} \right)
\]

and

\[
b(\phi_1, \phi_2) = \cos(\phi_1) \cos(\phi_2)
\]

(iv) All peers in the overlay are assumed to be connected over TCP/IP such that two arbitrary chosen peers in the overlay are able to exchange information with each other’s as long as they know each others IP addresses and port. (v) Each stored data object \( o \) is associated with a fixed geographical location \( l_o \) as well as a set of search tags \( s \) describing that information. (vi) For each location-based search being initiated, a circular shape of the search area is assumed, although it can have any other parameterizable shape, e.g., a rectangle. (vii) Finally, each peer \( p \) and data object \( o \) is assumed to have a random identifier \( i \in [0, 2^{160} - 1] \).

The Geodemlia overlay provides the following interface:

- Given a FIND_NODES \((l_s, k, b)\) request containing a point \( l_s = (\phi_s, \psi_s) \) on the sphere and an integer value \( k \), any peer \( p \) receiving this request should answer with the \( k \) closest peers with respect to the query location \( l_s \) it knows about. In order to avoid already found peers being returned multiple times by different peers, a bloom filter \( b \) of size 160 bits containing the already found peers is attached by the querying peer \( p \) to the request. Using the bloom filter, a receiving peer \( q \) can determine which peers the querying peer \( p \) already has received and can add additional peers to its response.
- Given a STORE \((o, l_o)\) request containing an object \( o \) with location \( l_o \), the overlay should store the object persistently, meaning that neither high churn rates nor the sudden failure of peers should lead to a loss of data. To avoid storing and replicating outdated information, a peer storing an data object can specify a maximum lifetime for each object to be stored after which it will be discarded. In this paper, however, objects are considered to be stored with an infinite lifetime.
- Given an AREA_SEARCH \((l_s, r, s, b)\) request with the parameters \( l_s = (\phi_s, \psi_s) \) denoting the longitude and latitude of the point of interest, a radius \( r \) around that point, and a search term \( s \), the system should return all stored objects at point \( l_o = (\phi_o, \psi_o) \) that fulfill the condition \( d(l_s, l_o) < r \) and that match the search term \( s \). The search term \( s \) may represent abstract categories such as restaurants, shops or keywords that describe the objects that the user is currently interested in. In addition, the peer attaches a bloom filter \( b \) that is computed from the IDs of already found peers and data objects. Based on the bloom filter, peers that receive an AREA_SEARCH \((l_s, r, s, b)\) request can avoid including already received information into their response.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

In the following, the design of the Geodemlia prototype is presented, including the description of the routing table structure as well as of the methods for join, leave, area search, and store. In addition, the details of the mechanism for maintaining the routing table and stored data objects are given.

A. Routing Table and Overlay Structure

In Geodemlia each peer divides the geographical space into \( n \) predefined directions \( j \in [0, n - 1] \) based on the bearing angle \( \theta \in [-\pi, \pi] \) in radians clockwise from north as shown in Figure 1. For determining in which direction \( j \in J \) a given peer \( q \in P \) with position \( l_q = (\phi_q, \psi_q) \) is located, the peer \( p \in P \) calculates the bearing angle \( \theta \) using Equation 4.

\[
\theta = \tan^{-1}(c, d)
\]
B. Find k-Closest Nodes

Finding the set of k closest peers with respect to a given location \( l_s \) is the most important and basic operation in Geodemlia. A peer issuing a \( \text{FIND
d_NODES}(l_s, k, b) \) request with a given location \( l_s \) and a number k of peers that should be found closest to the location \( l_s \), first searches its routing table for the k closest peers it knows about and puts them in a list \( C \) of contacts to be queried. Afterwards, the peer computes the bloom filter \( b \) from the IDs of peers in the list \( C \). Subsequently, it picks \( \alpha \) peers from the list and sends them a \( \text{FIND\_NODES}(l_s, k, b) \) request. Thereby, \( \alpha \) denotes a system-wide parameter defining the number of parallel lookups. Nodes receiving that request, query their routing table for the \( k \) peers closest to the location \( l_s \) they know about and that have not been included in the bloom filter \( b \) yet. Afterwards, the peer returns a list of peers to the querying peer, which will merge the newly discovered peers into its list \( C \) of peers to be contacted, thereby ignoring already contacted peers. After that, the querying peer recomputes the bloom filter \( b \), again chooses \( \alpha \) yet not contacted peers from its list \( C \) and sends out another \( \text{FIND\_NODES}(l_s, k, b) \) request. This procedure is repeated until the querying peer does not discover any further peers closer to the target location \( l_s \).

C. Store

As already mentioned in Section II, each data object is assumed to be associated with a fixed geographical location \( l_o \). In order to store a certain data object in the Geodemlia overlay, the \( k \) closest peers with respect to \( l_o \) have to be found. Therefore, the \( \text{STORE}(o, l_o) \) method internally utilizes the \( \text{FIND\_NODES}(l_o, k, b) \) functionality of the overlay to find the \( k \) closest peers. After finding the set of \( k \) closest peers, the data object \( o \) is stored on them.

D. Area Search

One of the major differences between Geodemlia and Kademlia is that it provides mean for searching for location-based information given a search location \( l_o \), a radius \( r \) around that location, and a search term \( s \). As location-based data objects \( o \) get stored on the peers closest to their location \( l_o \), the area search procedure \( \text{AREA\_SEARCH}(l_o, r, s, b) \) has to find the following two sets of peers: (i) All peers \( p \) whose location \( l_p \) falls into the given query area, (ii) the set of closest peers that are located outside the query area but that are closest to it. The idea behind these two sets of peers is that the search area can be arbitrarily small such that no peer falls into the search area. To cope with this problem and to increase the success of area search request, the \( k \) closest peers surrounding the search area are also included in the search process. In addition, the search scheme ensures that even in scenarios with a sparse peer distribution where no peer is located inside the search area that data objects can be found.

A peer \( p \) issuing an \( \text{AREA\_SEARCH}(l_s, r, s, b) \) request, checks its routing table for the set of the \( k \) closest peers to the query location \( l_s \) and puts them into a list \( C \) of peers to be contacted. Furthermore, peer \( p \) initializes a list \( C \) of peers that have not been contacted. Using the IDs of peers
in list $C$, the bloom filter $b$ is computed and attached to the search request. For each peer $q \in C$, the peer sends out an AREA_SEARCH($l_q, r, s, b$) message. Each peer $q$ receiving the message, first checks whether its position $l_q$ falls into the search area. If so, it adds all stored data objects to its answer that match the search term $s$ and that have peer been included in the bloom filter $b$ already. Furthermore, the peer $q$ adds at most $k$ additional peers it knows being closest to the search area that have not been included in the bloom filter. Both, the matched data objects and the peers found are sent back to the querying peer $p$. After receiving the response from $q$, peer $p$ first checks its list $C$ whether it already has contacted the additionally found peers that were included in the response. If so, the additional found peers will be discarded. Otherwise, the peer $p$ adds them to its list $C$ of peers to be queried. In addition, it adds the received data objects $o$ to its results list $R$, removes peer $q$ from the list $C$, and adds it to list of already contacted peers $C$. Finally, peer $p$ recomputes the bloom filter including data objects from the result list $R$ and peers from the list $C$. The requesting peer $p$ continues to query peers from its list $C$, until it has contacted all found peers $q \in C$.

### E. Join and Leave

Whenever a peer $p$ in Geodemlia wants to join into the network, it first determines its position $l_p$ on the sphere. This can be done by using common localization techniques such as IP address locator services, GPS, or WiFi footprints. Subsequently, the joining peer contacts a bootstrap peer it knows about. In order to find a suitable bootstrap peer, common bootstrapping approaches can be used. An overview on existing bootstrap protocols has been presented by Dickey et al. [7] and, therefore, this issue will do not be further discussed in detail in this paper.

For joining into the overlay, the joining peer adds the bootstrap peer to its routing table and issues a FIND_NODES($l_p, k, b$) request using its own position $l_p$ as query position. During this process, the peer successively discovers new peers for which the peer performs the following steps for adding each received peer $q$ to its routing table: First, peer $p$ determines the bucket $K^i_q$ that $q$ belongs to by calculating the distance between itself and the peer $q$ as well as the bearing angle $\theta$ using Equation 4. The bearing angle $\theta$ is needed in order to determine the direction $j$. Subsequently, peer $p$ checks whether bucket $K^i_q$ has less then $k$ peers in its table. If so, peer $q$ is added to the bucket. Otherwise, peer $p$ checks the liveness of the least recently contacted peer in the bucket. If the peer fails to respond, the peer is removed and the new peer is added to the bucket.

For leaving the system, a peer does not have to notify its neighbors. Surrounding peers storing a reference to the leaving peer will notice the absence of the peer, the next time they update their routing table. In Geodemlia, peers leaving the system will not delete their stored objects. The next time a peer rejoins the overlay, the information will be available again in the system.

### F. Maintenance

Due to the system dynamics of joining and leaving peers, the maintenance of the routing table and the replication of stored data objects is necessary.

1) **Routing Table Maintenance:** A peer $p$’s routing table gets updated in the following two cases: (i) Whenever a peer discovers a new peer contact $q$ during lookups or requests and (ii) by regularly querying for a random location $l_q$ lying within a given bucket $K^i_q$. For each newly discovered peer $q$ a peer $p$ performs the following steps: (i) It calculates the bearing angle $\theta$ and distance $d(p, q)$ to that peer in order to determine the bucket $K^i_q$. (ii) If the bucket $K^i_q$ has less than $k$ entries, the peer is added to the bucket. If it is already full, peer $p$ pings the least recently seen peer $s$. If the peer fails to respond, $s$ is removed from the routing table and the newly discovered peer $q$ is added to the tail of the bucket, similar to the update procedure in Kademlia. In case that $s$ responds, $s$ is moved to the tail of the bucket and the newly discovered peer $q$ is put into a cache list of unused overlay contacts. By sorting peers in the bucket according to the time of the last interaction, communication is biased towards long living and more stable peers in the system. In addition, the system becomes more robust against routing table flooding attacks.

2) **Replication of Data:** In order to ensure the long-term availability of data in the system, stored location-based information is replicated. Therefore, each peer periodically starts the replication procedure every $\Delta t_r$ minutes. For each stored data object $o$ it determines the set of $k$ closest peers form its routing table with respect to its location $l_o$. A peer $p$ starting the replication procedure, contacts the set of $k$ closest peers, whether they have already stored the object $o$ to be replicated. All peers $q$ from the list of $k$ closest peers that do not have the data object respond accordingly and get a copy of it. In order to avoid all $k$ peers storing a particular data object to start the replication procedure simultaneously, a peer only replicates a certain data object $o$ that has not been replicated by any other of the $k$ other peers storing the data object $o$ within the last $\Delta t_r$ minutes. A peer $p$ belonging to the set of $k$ closest peers storing a given data object $o$, will notice the replication of that data object as it will be contacted by the peer first starting the replication procedure and, thus, it will not replicate the data object again. Hence, the system parameter $k$ determines the bucket size as well as the number of replicas of a data object $o$. With respect to the consistency of data, in Geodemlia each data object is generated only ones without the support for consistent updates. In case that a peer wants to modify a data object $o$, it creates a copy of it and stores it under a new randomly chosen ID $i_o$.

### IV. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of Geodemlia, the overlay was implemented in the discrete event-based overlay network simulator PeerfactSim.KOM [10], [32]. On top of the overlay, a location-based application was developed, that produces a workload for the overlay by generating area search requests. The goal of the evaluation is to determine...
the performance and cost of Geodemlia during runtime. In addition, the evaluation should demonstrate that the developed overlay is robust in terms of high churn rates and that data is kept persistently in the overlay.

Therefore, the evaluation consists of two parts: First, a detailed performance and cost analysis is conducted, while varying different system parameters under a constant workload. Subsequently, we investigate the performance of Geodemlia under varying environmental conditions and compare the resulting performance and costs with the hierarchical tree-based approach Globase [18].

In order to obtain statistically significant results, all simulations are repeated five times using different seeds. Out of the series of different runs the average as well as confidence intervals are computed.

A. System Parameter Analysis

For investigating the impact of different system parameters on the performance and costs of Geodemlia, the environmental parameters are set to the values shown in Table I. For generating a certain dynamic in the system, the churn model in [24] is used, which is partially based on measurements conducted by Steiner et al. [31]. For determining the delay between peers, the distance-based delay model in [16] is used. Table I also shows the different values for the varied system parameters. The underlined values denote the default values used in cases where the corresponding system parameter is not varied.

In the evaluation scenario, 5,000 peers are distributed over Germany using the distribution of peers shown in Figure 2(a), which was extracted from measurements done by Cheng et al. [5], who measured the logins of 220,000 Twitter users over half a year resulting in 22 million checkins.

For setting up the system, the following procedure is used: First, the 5,000 peers join the system in the first hour. Afterwards, each peer publishes ten data objects according to the distribution of peers with each object having a size of 10 KB. After publishing all data objects in the system, the peer churn is enabled using the KAD churn model derived by Steiner et al. [31]. Finally, the measurement and query period of eight hours is started. For generating workload on the overlay, peers execute area searches on the system. Query requests generated by each peer are modeled as a Poisson process.

For determining the mean arrival rate of requests made per hour by a particular peer, the CDF shown in Figure 2(b) is used. The value is determined once per peer at the beginning of the simulation and remains constant during the rest of the simulation. For creating an area search request, a peer first has to choose a query location \( l_s \), for which the following procedure is used: First, the peer draws a distance value \( d_s(l_p, l_s) \) relative to its location \( l_p \) from the CDF shown in Figure 2(c), which was extracted from measurements done by Cheng et al [5]. Afterwards, it chooses a bearing angle \( \theta \sim U(-\pi, \pi) \) denoting the direction in which the search location \( l_s \) is located. Based on these two parameters the search location \( l_s = (\phi_s, \psi_s) \) is calculated.

1) Number of Parallel Lookups: First, the impact of a variation of the number of parallel lookups is investigated. Therefore, the value for the number of parallel lookups is set to 3, 6, 9, and 12. Figure 3(a) shows the resulting average recall for the area search operation together with the 95th confidence intervals. Thereby, the recall is defined as the ratio of correctly found data objects in the area divided by the total number of data objects that should have been found in the area. As shown in the figure, an increase in the number of parallel lookups shows no impact on the recall.

Subsequently, in order to quantify the responsiveness of the overlay the response time of executed area search requests is used using the following method: As Geodemlia uses an iterative search approach, arriving responses to an area search request are distributed over time. Therefore, the time until the first data object arrives at the querying peer is measured as well as the time until the last data object arrives. The response times for the first and last data object to arrive at a peer are shown in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c). Increasing the number of parallel lookups reduces both the time for the first and last data object being returned from the system as the list of peers to be contacted during the search process can be processed faster. Dealing with the costs shown in Figure 3(d), increasing the number of parallel lookups only leads to small increase in the overlay traffic per peer. But, with an average traffic of about 0.13 kB/s the traffic of the overlay is almost negligible. In summary, the query performance can be increased by increasing the number of parallel lookups causing only a marginal increase in the costs.

2) Size of Buckets: Next, the impact of the bucket size is evaluated by varying the bucket size between 2 and 20. Geodemlia shows a good performance with respect to the recall because even with a bucket size of 2, Geodemlia provides a recall close to one as shown in Figure 4(a). A further increase in the bucket size \( k \) does not lead to a better recall. A small bucket size also leads to a reduced response time for the first data object being returned as shown in Figure 4(b). The reason for this increase in the response time

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Distribution</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of Area</td>
<td>700 km x 900 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Peers</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Data Items</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload per Data Item</td>
<td>10 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underlay Delay Model</td>
<td>Distance-based Delay Model [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Duration</td>
<td>Weibull(( \lambda_s, k_s )), ( \lambda_s = 169.5385 ) min, ( k_s = 0.61511 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interseession Times</td>
<td>Weibull(( \lambda_s, k_s )), ( \lambda_s = 413.6705 ) min, ( k_s = 0.47648 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Duration</td>
<td>12 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of Query Area</td>
<td>2 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Lookups ( \alpha )</td>
<td>3, 6, 9, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucket Size ( b )</td>
<td>2, 3, 5, 10, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Directions ( d )</td>
<td>4, 6, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republish Interval ( \Delta_s )</td>
<td>60 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the bloom filter ( b )</td>
<td>160 bits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Peer distribution, peer activity, and distance of location-based queries extracted from the measurement data reported in [5].

(a) Recall of area search requests.
(b) Duration of area search requests until the first data object is found.
(c) Duration of area search requests until the last data object is found.
(d) Overlay Traffic per Host.

Figure 3. Performance and costs of Geodemlia for a varying number of parallel lookups ($\alpha = 3, 6, 9, 12$).

(a) Recall of area search requests.
(b) Duration of area search requests until the first data object is found.
(c) Duration of area search requests until the last data object is found.
(d) Overlay Traffic per Host.

Figure 4. Performance and costs of Geodemlia for a varying bucket sizes ($k = 2, 3, 5, 10, 20$).

is that in the current version of the overlay peers found during the area search process are sorted according to their distance to the search location $l_s$ and not according to their stability. With a smaller bucket factor, peers kept in the buckets are those who stay longer online due to Geodemlia preference towards stable peers. With an increasing bucket factor, more unstable peers are added to the routing table, which results in a more stale neighbors being contacted during the search process. A similar behavior can be observed for the last data object being returned as shown in Figure 4(c). From the costs point of view, a larger bucket factor $k$ causes more traffic in the overlay as shown in Figure 4(d). The reason for this traffic increase is that a peer has to ping more peers in its routing table in order to check whether they are still online. In addition, stored data objects are replicated to a larger set of $k$ closest peers which requires more messages. Furthermore, a higher bucket factor leads to a slightly more unbalanced distribution of traffic over the peers in the overlay. To improve the load balancing capabilities of the system, the virtual servers concept presented in [25] can be applied by future versions of Geodemlia.

3) Number of Bucket Directions: Finally, the impact of the number of bucket directions on the performance and costs is investigated by increasing the number of directions in the routing table from 4 over 6 to 8. With an increasing number of dimensions Geodemlia shows a similar behavior with respect to performance and costs then with an increasing number of parallel lookups $\alpha$. Therefore, the detailed results are not presented in this paper.

B. Performance Comparison

After investigating the effect of different system parameters, a performance and cost comparison between Geodemlia and Globase is conducted. Both systems provide means for searching for data or peers within a given area. Unfortunately, the original Globase implementation does not include a mechanism for replicating data, which results in a loss of data over time in the presence of churn. In order to allow for a fair comparison between the two systems, only the peer recall is calculated instead of the data object recall in order
to quantify the performance. For comparing both systems the following scenarios are used: (i) Two scalability scenarios where on the one hand the number of peers is increased from 1,000 over 5,000 to 10,000 peers and on the other hand (ii) the size of the query area is varied between 1 km, 2 km, 5 km, 10 km and 20 km. (iii) The stability of both systems is tested under different levels of churn by varying the mean session time $\lambda_s$ and inter-session time $\lambda_i$, which both are linearly decreased from $\lambda$ to $\frac{1}{16}\lambda$. (iv) Finally, both systems are compared using a uniform random peer distribution for peer locations and search requests. Again, the underlined values denote the default values. For the comparison of both systems, the system parameter configurations shown in Table II are used. The values for the system parameter configuration of Globase have been taken from [19]. For the configuration of Geodemlia, the best parameter setup derived in Section IV-A is used.

### Table II
**System Parameter Configurations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>System Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globase</td>
<td>Load Threshold $L_1$</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Load Threshold $L_2$</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Interconnections $S_1$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of Cache $S_2$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timeout of Operations $T_1, T_2$</td>
<td>2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Parallel Lookups $\alpha$</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bucket Size $k$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Directions $d$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geodemlia</td>
<td>Number of Parallel Lookups $\alpha$</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bucket Size $k$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Directions $d$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) **Number of Peers:** In several experiments the number of peers is increased from 100 to 10,000 peers. The corresponding success ratio and recall of Globase and Geodemlia are shown in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b). For a small numbers of peers, Globase delivers a success ratio and recall close to one but with an increasing number of peers, the success ratio and recall of Globase are dropping. The reason for the good performance of Globase with 100 peers is that only one super-peer is responsible for the whole ID space as the load threshold $L_2$ is not exceeded. With 500 peers the load threshold $L_2$ is exceeded, which causes Globase to split up the ID space and to assign super-peers to the resulting regions of the ID space. This leads to the conclusion that Globase has problems in reorganizing its tree structure in case that the load threshold is exceeded. In contrast, the success ratio and recall of Geodemlia both remain close to 1. The high recall and success ratio of Geodemlia, however, come at slightly higher costs with respect to an increased response time and traffic overhead as shown in Figure 5(c) and 5(d). The reason for this is that a querying peer in Globase only has to contact the single peer responsible for the area that matches the given search area, thus, resulting in significantly less traffic. The response time as well as the traffic of Geodemlia increase logarithmically with the number of peers in the system as the measured traffic matches the logarithmic fitting curve, which shows that Geodemlia is scalable. With both systems providing response times below 100 ms and producing traffic in the range of only a couple of bytes per second, they both demonstrate that they are responsive and produce very low costs.

2) **Radius of the Search Area:** The impact of the size of the search area radius is investigated by increasing it from 1 km to 20 km. The success ratio and recall for different radii of the query area are shown in Figure 6(a) and 6(b). Globase shows a significant reduction in its performance as only 60% of the queries are finished successfully and, those that return a response only deliver only 63% of the data objects that should have been found in the search area with an area search radius of 20 km. The reason for this performance degradation is that with a larger query area more nodes need to be contacted in Globase to solve a query request. This involvement of a higher number of nodes is more susceptible to churn leading to a decreased recall. In contrast to the performance of Globase, the recall of Geodemlia remains close to one.

Figure 6(c) shows the response time for the first data object being returned, which for Geodemlia is rapidly dropping with an increasing size of the query area. The reason for this drop is that with a larger query area chances are higher that the querying peer itself can partially answer a request on its own due to the fact that most search requests are focusing on data nearby. With a query area of 20 km, Geodemlia is even capable of delivering the first data object faster than Globase. Globase on the other hand, shows no change in the response time with an increasing area search radius. From the area search traffic point of view Geodemlia requires more bandwidth with an increasing area size due to more peers being queried as shown in Figure 6(d). With an increasing radius of the search area, peers in Globase spent less traffic because querying peers only have to contact a few peers that are responsible for the area that intersects with the query area. In summary, the increased performance of Geodemlia comes at the costs of an increasing traffic for area search requests. On the other hand, as the traffic is in the order of magnitude of a couple of bytes per second per peer, this increase is tolerable. In addition, creating area search requests with an radius of 20 km already exceeds the typical workload of most location-based applications, as user tend to query for information directly next to them.

3) **Churn Rate:** Finally, the stability of both overlays is tested under an increasing churn rate. Therefore, the mean session time $\lambda_s$ and inter-session time $\lambda_i$ are stepwise decreased from $\lambda$ to $\frac{1}{16}\lambda$. For this experiment it was necessary to exclude the root peer of Globase from the churn as the original implementation was not able to deal with a change of the root peer, which resulted in an entire collapse of the overlay. Both the success ratio and recall of Globase are slightly dropping with an decreasing session time of the peers as shown in Figure 7(a) and 7(b). In contrast, Geodemlia shows a stable behavior with a high success ratio and recall even at a high churn level with nodes having a mean session time of $\frac{1}{16}\lambda = 10$ min. The response time of Geodemlia for the first data object being found increases with a decreasing session time of the peers as shown in Figure 7(c), as potentially more stale peers are contacted during the lookup process. Furthermore, the overlay traffic slightly increases with a decreasing session time as peers join the system more often, causing additional traffic.

The search performance of Globase highly depends on
whether normal or super-peers are affected by the churn. If only normal peers join and leave the overlay, the performance remains stable as only the corresponding super-peer needs to update its routing table. In case that super-peers leave the system, a restructuring of the tree becomes necessary, which causes a much higher traffic overhead. This also explains the fluctuation in the traffic of Globase with a mean session time of $\frac{1}{2} \lambda$ as shown in Figure 7(d).

4) Peer and Request Distribution: Finally, the impact of the peer distribution on the performance and costs is investigated for both systems with 5,000 peers. Therefore, the scheme for placing peers and requests is varied such that requests and peers are uniformly distributed. Peers generate requests with a radius of 5 km. The resulting performance and costs are compared to the scenario with peers and requests being generated according to the Twitter trace files. With respect to recall and success ratio, Geodemlia outperforms Globase with recall and success ratio values close to 1 as shown in Figure 8(a) and 8(b).

From the response time point of view, both systems provide and equal performance as shown in Figure 8(c). For the Twitter scenario, however, Geodemlia delivers search results slightly faster than Globase. On the other hand, Geodemlia produces more traffic due to its iterative routing and search scheme as shown in Figure 8(d).

Averaging the performance and costs of Geodemlia and Globase observed in all three scenarios leads to the conclusion that Geodemlia provides on average a 46% better success ratio and 18% better recall than Globase at the cost of a minor increase in the response time of 0.2 s for the first result being returned and a 13 bytes/s higher overlay traffic per peer.

V. RELATED WORK

In the recent years a lot of research work has been done in the area of location-based services, resulting a plethora of different approaches for location-based search. These approaches can be grouped into two categories: (i) approaches that utilize an underlying Distributed Hash Table (DHT) using the key-value lookup functionality to support location-based search [11], [15], [20], [22], [33], [36], [37]. In order to do so, linearization techniques are required in order to map the multi-dimensional space onto the one dimensional ID space of the DHT. (ii) Approaches that were designed from scratch for solving the problem of location-based search [2], [3], [12],
al. [18]. Globase is a hierarchically structured overlay using
for location-based search has been developed by Kovacevic et
archical and flat approaches. One of the most cited approaches
for location-based search, can be further divided into the hier-
did not evaluate their system under churn leaving the stability
Although addressing the load balancing problem, the authors
Lopes et al. [20] proposes a space partitioning scheme using
multi-dimensional space and map it onto the one dimensional
scenarios such as the frequent join an
Susceptible to system dynamics such as the frequent join an
multi-dimensional space onto a one dimensional ID space of
Araujo et al. [2], which uses a Delaunay triangulation to build a connected lattice of peers. The use of a
proposed by Araujo et al. [2], which uses a Delaunay trian-
approaches have been developed that utilize space filling curves [4], [17]
in order to solve the two elementary problems: (i) mapping a
multi-dimensional space onto a one dimensional ID space of
a DHT, while (ii) preserving the locality of peers. According
to Knoll et al. [17] finding an optimal mapping that solves
both problems is impossible. Therefore, the authors conducted
a performance study on various approaches for space filling
curves and found out that S-shaped curves as well as Lebesque
curves perform poorly whereas more complex approaches such
as the Hilbert curve show a better locality property. But still,
most of the approaches suffer from a poor locality preserving
property such as the Z-filling curves used in PlaceLab [4].
In addition to the space filling curves, a variety of ap-
proaches have been developed that utilize a tree structure and
map this structure onto a DHT. Harwood [11], Tang [33],
Nam [22], and Tanin [34] recursively split up the two dimen-
sional space using a space partitioning tree. To each region
a control point is assigned which is hashed onto the DHT
identifier space. The peer responsible for that ID is responsible
for that particular area of the geographical space. While tree
structures allow for a fast and efficient access to data, they are
susceptible to system dynamics such as the frequent join an
leaving of peers. Other approaches [15] present a grid based
splitting scheme for organizing the peer responsibilities of the
multi-dimensional space and map it onto the one dimensional
space of a DHT. While this scheme allows for the reuse of the
well known DHTs, it suffers from performance drawbacks [3].
Lopes et al. [20] proposes a space partitioning scheme using
the $B^+$-algorithm for addressing the load balancing problems
of tree-based approaches such as PHT [4] and DST [37].
Although addressing the load balancing problem, the authors
did not evaluate their system under churn leaving the stability
and robustness characteristics of their system unclear.
The second category, containing the stand-alone approaches
for location-based search, can be further divided into the hier-
archical and flat approaches. One of the most cited approaches
for location-based search has been developed by Kovacevic et
al. [18]. Globase is a hierarchically structured overlay using
a super-peer concept. While the tree-structure allows for a
fast access within $O(\log(n))$ routing steps, the tree structure
causes a higher maintenance overhead and is less robust in
terms of high churn rates. Especially, in terms of super-peers
failing, network partitions become likely. In addition, weak
peers might get selected as a super-peers which easily get
overloaded, resulting in the overlay to become unstable.
An approach very similar to Globase is RectNet developed
by Heutelbeck et al. [12]. RectNet uses a binary distributed
space partitioning tree which simplifies the recovery in case of
peer failures but reduces the search performance. Furthermore,
RectNet does not include any load-balancing capabilities,
resulting in overloaded peers in the higher levels of the tree.
Asaduzzaman et al. [3] propose an overlay called GeoP2P,
which uses a hierarchical splitting of the 2D-space. Based on
the splitting a binary tree is constructed. The splitting either
is done taking cluster information of peers into consideration
or by splitting the 2D space in equally sized regions. The
approach has the disadvantage that the splitting has to be
recomputed whenever larger amounts of peers join or leave the
system, which causes additional overhead. Furthermore, the
split and merge operation require some consensus algorithm
to determine the responsible peer, which leaves doubts of the
robustness of the system. Finally, the authors do not present
any evaluation results of their proposed system and just show
a brief theoretical analysis of the system performance.
Another location-aware overlay called GeoPeer has been
proposed by Araujo et al. [2], which uses a Delaunay triang-
ulation to build a connected lattice of peers. The use of a
Delaunay triangulation causes additional overhead as it has to
be recomputed every time a peer joins or leaves the system.
Furthermore, the system does not support persistent storage of
data due to the lack of a replication scheme. Geodemlia on the
other hand, comes with a built-in replication scheme, which
ensures the long-term availability of data. In addition, the
system causes less overhead in terms of high system dynamics
as routing tables are recomputed periodically and not every
time peers join or leave the system.
Picone et al. [23] proposed an overlay approach for location-
based search similar to the Geodemlia overlay as its design
is also inspired by the prominent Kademia overlay. Unlike
Geodemlia, the overlay focuses on pure mobile scenarios,
which results in a different construction of the routing table. In
addition, the overlay focuses only on finding the closest peer

Figure 8. Performance and costs of Geodemlia and Globase for varying peer placement and request distributions.
for a given location. Geodemlia extends this functionality by also addressing area search functionality for finding peers and data objects in a given region. Song et al. present a system called FAN [30] supporting multi-dimensional attribute search. Therefore, peers are mapped onto a d-dimensional Cartesian space. Subspaces in FAN are managed by super-peers, which require higher computational resources than regular peers. Searching in FAN corresponds to finding the particular subspace that matches the query criteria. The super-peer concept organizes the regions in a hierarchical way, such that super peers might become a bottleneck.

Finally, several attempts have been made in the area of multi-dimensional DHTs such as CAN [26] and hypercube-based systems like HyperCuP [27], which either suffer from stability issues in terms of a small number of dimensions being used or do not scale well. In contrast, Geodemlia has proven to be scalable and robust in terms of churn.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present a novel overlay supporting location-based search termed Geodemlia was presented, whose design is inspired by the well known Kademlia overlay. The evaluation results revealed that Geodemlia provides better robustness and stability capabilities in comparison to a tree-based approach. The latter causes less traffic, but maintaining the tree-structure in the presence of churn is a difficult task.

For future work it is planned to further optimize Geodemlia such that the overlay traffic can be further reduced. Additionally, it is planned to extend the performance and cost comparison and include other approaches such as space filling curves. Finally, it is planned to implement Geodemlia as a real prototype and to evaluate it in a testbed such as G-Lab or PlanetLab.
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REVIEWER #1

The authors make us Twitter-online-users based model to test the robustness of their system. On comparison with hierarchical tree-based Globase, their Geodemlia system is robust even at high churn rates, and provides better query success ratio and recall with very little overhead of traffic and latency. Geodemlia types of P2P systems, could be of great value for hosting geo-location-sensitive data and queries.

Strengths: The system achieves better performance results in comparison to an existing system (Globase) just with an expense of little overhead. The paper is well presented and includes an extensive evaluation and analysis using the simulations.

Weaknesses: All the results were based just on simulations; do these good results and numbers hold when deployed on a real environment? The overhead you computed using the simulations could be just the lower bound. On a real environment you tend to exchange lot more messages for the P2P maintenance and could end up with bigger overhead. Since Geodemlia is able to cope with churn rates, mainly through dynamic routing table maintenance and replication, I was hoping for more details on replication - how is consistency ensured across many replica points? How does the replication factor impact the different metrics (success ratio, latency, overhead etc) of the system? Your experiments were missing the impact of replication factor. The paper presents the system, and the related literature well. It would be good if the authors can provide some motivating examples of location-based queries, and why there is need for such location-based P2P systems. The paper does not dwell much into the load-balancing issues.

REVIEWER #2

The architecture and routing method of the system are based on Kademlia. It provides APIs to find nodes, store data, and perform an "area search". The search for the closest nodes to a given location is performed iteratively, until the issuing node does not find any better node. The system is compared to Globase and the authors claim an average improvement of 42% in success ratio and 17% in recall. Authors also state that Geodemelia is more robust and stable in the presence of churn.

Strengths: The design is sound, the research topic is interesting and timely and the paper includes a good evaluation with real traces and comparison to other systems.

Weaknesses: The paper presentation should be greatly improved. In addition, the comparison could be expanded to include other systems.

REVIEWER #3

The paper does a very thorough job of proposing, describing, and evaluating a new DHT-like protocol for managing location-based search. While the initial claims seem a bit incremental, the solution using a radial space partitioning of the physical location space, is rather elegant and surprising. Major issues such as duplicate search results are covered by the design, and trace-driven evaluation of the system shows good performance properties. The evaluation is solid, and I appreciate the realism of the trace-driven evaluation. The main issue I had was one of load balancing. Considering that the paper mentioned load balancing as a critical problem for the hierarchical solutions, it should have discussed this problem in more detail.

Strengths: The design of the partitioning algorithm is elegant and intuitive. The trace-driven evaluation is solid, and produces good results compared to prior work via hierarchical location trees. The related work is complete. The design is quite comprehensive and shows attention to details and issues at depth.

Weaknesses: There is only one major issue I see, and that is load balancing. This is a property of the assumptions and the problem itself. Servers are mapped in the physical space, and therefore, it is entirely possible and likely certain regions would not have enough participating servers to handle the storage and query load. Yes there is replication, but replication is also performed around a local region, so unloaded servers far away will not be able to help. And since everything is mapped to a location, solutions via randomized virtual servers will not work here. It would be good to identify this problem in the paper. It’s not a deal breaker, and identifying the issue will only give a more complete picture to the problem and solution space.

REVIEWER #4

Geodemlia allows users to search for the k nearest nodes to an arbitrary location, as well as return all objects within some geometric space. Through simulations using real-world trace data (in particular, geo-tagged Twitter tweets), the authors explore Geodemlia’s configuration space and compare its performance against the Globase system. I appreciated the configuration study. However, since the results are "pinned" to the particular tested dataset, it would be helpful to validate your results using additional datasets. That is, are your configuration study results generally applicable, or are they restricted to this particular dataset? The use of storing replicas on nearby nodes inherently assumes that churn is independent of location. In reality, I’m not sure this is a safe assumption. If an entire town goes to sleep at 10pm, all of the replicated copies of some data object will disappear. The choice of configuration parameters for the evaluation seems odd given the configuration study that immediately precedes it. In particular, what is the motivation for choosing k=10? Also, the claims of "robustness" seem a bit inflated. Geodemlia relies on a very simple replication
scheme; clearly, other techniques can store multiple copies of data and achieve similar reliability (recall) results.

**Strengths:** The proposed technique is simple (easy to reason about), logical, and offers good location-based search recall with very modest overheads. I appreciated the fairly comprehensive configuration study. Too often, papers propose systems with many configuration variables without providing any intuition as to reasonable values. In contrast, the authors of this paper show the effects of different configuration settings – albeit tied to one particular dataset. The paper is generally well written, modulo some grammatical errors, and is easy to follow.

**Weaknesses:** One of Geodemlia’s underlying assumptions is that the peers are static (i.e., not mobile). Given this restriction, I’m not sure what would constitute a realistic deployment scenario. Why would static peers voluntarily participate in a system that benefits only mobile devices? The paper could benefit from a more detailed deployment/usage model and perhaps a stronger justification of the system’s underlying assumptions. The configuration study hones in on some optimal configuration parameters, but the follow-up evaluation study oddly and inexplicably chooses an entirely different set of parameters. As the authors point out, there have been quite a few papers published on location-based search. However, the authors compare their performance only against a single technique.

**Reviewer #5**

The paper shows that their way of using geographic proximity improves effectiveness and efficiency of location-based queries. I liked the ideas in the paper. Most of it is clearly presented and tackles an important problem. I have a few questions about the design and evaluation. The key concern I have is the non-uniformed, skewed distribution of users, devices, and people in general in the world. This might produce two problems (a) there would be hotspots in the same thickly populated locations where there are too many location based queries being answered by nodes. How good is the load balancing property of your system? Additional evaluation in this regard would be useful. (b) Similarly, there would be sparse places with little population for miles. For e.g. Hawaii. A participating node in Hawaii might find it very difficult to find peers at some radius. How effective will searches be for nodes located in Hawaii, as well as, for other nodes trying to find information about Hawaii. In particular, The Area Search algorithm appears to be ineffective in this case. Going back to effectivness, I see that in the evaluation the recall is only 90% in many graphs (4a, 5a). Why do you have trouble getting 100% recall in the absence of node churn? This indicates some flaws in your protocols. The reasons for this lack of effectivness should be discussed in the paper. In addition, the evaluation should include items 1a and 1b above. I liked the idea of using bloom filters to avoid duplicate responses. The final concern I have is about how this work will compare with hyper-cube or other multi-dimensional DHTs (CAN for instance) which don’t have the linearization problem. Some discussion of this in the related work section is required.

**Strengths:** The paper tries to solve an important problem of answering location-based queries in earth-wide DHTs. It presents a reasonably simple and intuitive redesign that, as shown based on Twitter dataset, is quite effective. The paper is reasonably well written and the ideas are clear.

**Weaknesses:** Given that geographic distribution of devices is quite skewed, non-uniformity in peer location and hotspots for storage and query load would be a problem. The paper does not address those. The paper does not compare Geodemlia with other multi-dimensional DHTs, based on hyper-cubes for instance. While the simulation results are promising, a fully built and at least experimentally deployed system would have been more compelling.

**Response from the Authors**

The authors would like to thank the reviewers for their valuable feedback. Regarding the load balancing issue raised by several of the reviewers, the current version of Geodemlia does not include any specific load balancing algorithm. Due to Geodemlia’s replication scheme, a part of the load is distributed among the replica peers. Nevertheless, the topic of load balancing is already well understood such that existing load balancing mechanisms can be used and easily integrated into the current version of Geodemlia. In the updated version of the paper a short paragraph was added, describing which approaches are suitable to achieve a better load balancing among the peers.

In addition, based on the reviewers comments, a new section was added, now presenting simulation results for a uniform placement of peers in the simulations as well as a uniform distribution of search requests.

In addition, a more detailed description of the replication mechanism was added, addressing the reviewers questions regarding the consistency among replica peers. For future versions of Geodemlia, however, the authors plan to have a closer look on this issue and derive a more sophisticated replication mechanism that can cope with the problem of locally clustered peers going offline at the same time, thus, possibly causing data loss. In addition, the updated version of the replication mechanism will also be able to adjust its replication interval to the current system dynamics to avoid unnecessary traffic overhead.

Furthermore, the authors are currently implementing a real prototype and plan to evaluate it using the G-Lab testbed to obtain even more realistic results for the performance of Geodemlia. In addition, it is planed to compare the performance of Geodemlia to other approaches such as space filling curves on top of DHTs. The related work section was extended, now also covering related work in the area of multi-dimensional DHTs. Finally, the presentation of the paper was improved.